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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. FROM QCD TO QUARK MODELS 
Three decades ago, when quarks were invented by Gell-Mann [1] and Zweig 
[2], they were envisioned as purely mathematical constructs to provide a useful 
framework for the SUF(3) classification of elementary particles. Today the situa­
tion is very different. Quarks are generally accepted as the fundamental constituents 
of hadrons with the exchange of gluons acting as the "glue" which binds the quarks. 
We know that in addition to having flavor degrees of freedom (u, d, .s, c, b, and t), 
quarks also have three color degrees of freedom, and that they are the key ingredi­
ents in the underlying theory of the strong interaction, quantum chromodynamics 
(QCD). This SUc(3) Yang-Mills field theory is local gauge invariant, nonabelian, 
and has been successfully tested for various short-distance (large momentum trans­
fer q) phenomena. At short distances, the quarks and gluons are weakly coupled 
(asymptotically free) thus describable by perturbation theory. In the large-distance 
or small q region, however, the predictive power of QCD breaks down because of 
the large value of the strong coupling constant. The nonlinearity of the gluon self-
coupling in QCD leads to an extremely complicated theory which is virtually im­
possible to solve at low energies since this is a nonperturbative regime. Although 
many attempts have been made, the ultimate goal of treating low energy problems, 2 
such as few-hadron interactions, using microscopic QCD remains as just a beautiful 
dream of most theorists. 
Since Wilson's pioneering work on the formulation of QCD on a discrete 
lattice [3], the nonperturbative numerical approach has become a major effort in 
the hadronic physics community. Various aspects of the properties of QCD have 
been investigated using Monte-Carlo techniques. However, realistic and accurate 
predictions are still far from realization because of the current limits on computing 
power and the lack of an efficient algorithm.  Meanwhile, several QCD motivated, 
phenomenological low-energy effective models have been proposed. Some of them 
(e.g. nonrelativistic quark models [4], bag models [5,6], nontopological solitons [7]) 
have specific quark degrees of freedom, while others (e.g.  topological solitons [8] 
and chiral perturbation theory [9]) do not. Of all these models, we view the chiral 
color-dielectric models, which belong to the category of nontopological solitons* as 
the most attractive ones. 
The remarkably successful MIT bag model [5] contains two essential fea­
tures of low-energy QCD: absolute color confinement and asymptotic freedom. It 
is intuitively very simple yet successfully predicts most of the static properties of 
low-lying hadrons. A number of extensions to the original MIT bag model have been 
developed to restore chiral symmetry. This is an important symmetry of the strong 
interaction, and is exact in the QCD Lagrangian if the quarks are massless. Among 
the extensions, the cloudy bag model (CBM) [6] is clearly a front-runner since it 
*A "soliton" is a stable, nonsingular solution to a nonlinear wave equation. A 
nontopological soliton has the same boundary conditions at infinity as the vacuum, 
while a topological soliton does not. Quarks in the nontopological soliton model are 
trapped in a localized region inside the soliton, and provide a stabilizing force to 
prevent its collapse [10]. 3 
has achieved many successes.  It incorporates chiral symmetry by introducing the 
pion field through a chiral-invariant coupling with the quarks. The predictions for 
almost all the static properties of the low-lying baryons are systematically improved, 
and the explicit pion degree of freedom makes the CBM natural for applications in 
nuclear physics. 
Although bag models have made impressive advances in describing the low-
energy strong interaction, they still suffer several limitations. First, the use of an 
artificial bag to confine quarks leads to wave functions which have sharp discontinu­
ities at the bag boundary. This leads to pion-baryon form factors (and ultimately 
potentials) which have unphysical oscillations and, presumably, limited ability to de­
scribe the scattering data. In addition, bag model calculations treat the bare baryon 
masses and the bag radius as independent parameters even though we know this is 
not correct since for massless quarks the baryon masses are inversely proportional 
to the bag radius [5]. 
In the chiral color-dielectric model (CCDM) [7,11], quark degrees of freedom 
are also explicit. This allows the model to share the great successes of quark and bag 
models. Quark confinement in this model is provided by a dynamical mechanism, 
namely the interaction of the quarks with the effective scalar-isoscalar field.  As 
is the case for the CBM, chiral symmetry is realized through the introduction of 
fundamental Goldstone bosons. The CCDM has a complete relativistic Lagrangian 
formalism, and as such is an advance beyond potential models. Except for some 
ambiguities associated with the center-of-mass correction, which is common for all 
relativistic many-body problems (nonrelativistic quark models can separate off the 
motion of center of mass, and have an apparent advantage here), the CCDM is 
theoretically sound and successful in describing the static properties of the baryons. 4 
It seems to be an excellent model for handling low- and intermediate-energy nuclear 
physics problems. 
The original motivation for introducing the color-dielectric field was to simu­
late the quark and gluon confinement of QCD on purely phenomenological grounds 
[12,13]. A later discovery of its possible connection with the more fundamental the­
ory was made by Nielson and Patkos [14] who showed that an effective color dielec­
tric field does indeed arise naturally in lattice QCD after defining "coarse grained" 
effective field variables. The color dielectric field takes into account the long dis­
tance behavior of the QCD vacuum and produces a natural confinement of quarks 
and gluons within colorless hadrons. More recently, Krein et al. [15] have solved 
the Schwinger-Dyson equation and shown how the confinement and a pseudoscalar 
meson (Goldstone boson) arise when chiral symmetry is dynamically broken. 
1.2. THE PION-NUCLEON INTERACTION AND BARYON MASSES 
The pion-nucleon interaction is one of the most important strong interactions 
in nuclear physics. It has been extensively studied experimentally as well as theoret­
ically, and there exist a. large number of high quality data for 7rN total, elastic, and 
charge-exchange scattering [16]. Complete partial-wave analyses have been made 
by several groups [17-19]. These analyses are updated regularly and are the major 
source of information on the properties of the N and A resonances. We apply the 
relatively new CCDM in the well-established 7rN scattering to test the quality of 
this effective quark model, and to predict some undetermined properties of the 7I-N 
interaction as well. 
In most quark model calculations, the baryon masses are identified with the 
bound state energies of quarks confined within some potential well. This means 5 
that the pion-baryon interactions do not directly affect the values of the baryon 
masses, and that the baryons are stable since decay channels are not coupled in. 
Phenomenologically, the masses of excited baryons are determined as the resonance 
energies in the phase-shift analysis of pion-nucleon scattering. Thus these experi­
mental masses naturally include mass shifts due to the pion-baryon interactions as 
well as widths due to the coupling to the open channels. For this reason, the bound-
state energies of quarks bound in a potential well may not be realistic predictions 
of the experimental masses. 
Chiral models, such as the CBM and the CCDM, contain pions in addition to 
quarks, and therefore also contain elementary pion-quark interactions. The calcula­
tion of masses with these models consequently include shifts due to the pion-baryon 
interactions. However, these models usually use perturbation theory to calculate the 
widths of the excited baryons, and this means that higher-order terms are ignored 
and that unitarity in the pion-nucleon channel is not ensured. Ideally, one  should 
determine the masses and widths of excited baryons by calculating the pion-baryon 
scattering matrix for a given model, and then finding the complex energies at which 
the scattering matrix has poles. This approach was used by Thomas, Theberge and 
Miller [20] for the N A system, and later extended to other pseudo-mesons [21] 
and to higher partial waves [22]. 
Even though the mesons in these models are elementary, the baryon structure 
and the resulting relations of coupling constants are determined by the quark model 
[6,11].  In application, the CCDM is similar to the CBM  [11,23], yet somewhat 
more microscopic in its dynamic mechanism for quark confinement and its more 
reliable treatment of baryon recoil through a nontopological-soliton solution to the 
field equations. Accordingly, when in this thesis we compare models which differ 
mainly in their treatment of quark binding, we hope to determine how important 6 
are improved (or maybe just different) quark dynamics when calculating two-body 
scattering, and how might the differences in the models manifest themselves. Thus, 
once we have bare baryons constructed from quarks within a binding field, we expand 
the quark-pion interaction in powers of the pion field and calculate the transition 
matrix elements for baryon coupling with multiple pions. From these we identify 
the pion-nucleon potential, and then dress the vertices by substituting the potentials 
into the relativistic Lippmann-Schwinger equation [22,24]: 
00  ,n2VAJI(ki,  E)TyLaJl(p, k; E) 2 Tinkt.; k; E)  v sLaJI (le, k; E)  E I dp z­ ( 1. 1 ) 
it  o  E + ic  E.,,,(p) 
Here the superscripts L J I indicate the orbital angular momenta, total angular mo­
menta, and total isospin respectively, and the subscripts /3 and a indicate the irN 
or 7rA channels. Although the 7r0 channel is closed for the low energies considered 
here, it still has an important effect on the renormalization of the N and A masses 
and on the A width. We believe that the placement of the nucleon and delta on the 
same footing is a major improvement to the dated Chew-Low model [25], where the 
the A resonance arises solely from a u-channel nucleon pole. The coupling of the 
irN and 7r0 channels will not cause any double counting problem  [20], instead, it 
provides a physically complete solution. 
1.3. LAYOUT OF THESIS 
This thesis proceeds as follows.  First we give a brief review of how the 
color-dielectric confinement can be derived intuitively from the fundamental QCD. 
Then we solve the CCDM equations of motion for the quark and dielectric fields 
in the mean field approximation (MFA). We then quantize  the classical dielectric 
field using a coherent state and construct baryon states of good momentum via 
the Peierls-Yoccoz projection [26].  These recoil corrections are presumably more 7 
important for scattering where large momentum transfers can occur than for static 
properties where the momentum transfers are small. After that we calculate the 
pion-baryon vertex functions using these momentum projected baryon wave func­
tions, and evaluate the one-gluon exchange corrections which split the N and A 
masses. 
The pion dressing through the integral Lippmann-Schwinger equation is im­
plemented to satisfy two-body unitarity and is related to the renormalization of 
vertex functions and pole masses. We adjust the two important parameters of the 
CCDM (the glueball mass and the residue strong coupling constant) so that the 
poles of T matrix elements occur at the energies of the nucleon mass and of the A's 
complex mass. We then use the model to predict low- and intermediate-energy 71-N 
scattering in S and P waves, the irNN and the 71-NA coupling constants and their 
associated form factors. Finally, we present some concluding remarks and prospects. 8 
2. THE CHIRAL COLOR-DIELECTRIC MODEL 
2.1. COLOR DIELECTRIC CONFINEMENT 
2.1.1. A Phenomenological Picture 
Historically, the concept of a color-dielectric medium (an analog of the dielec­
tric medium in electrodynamics) was proposed on purely phenomenological grounds 
as an alternative mechanism to explain quark  confinement [12].  For a normal 
medium, a physical electro-dielectric function is greater than one, where the vacuum 
dielectric constant is defined to be one. Physically, this means that a test electric 
charge inside the electric medium induces bound charges around it, and the induced 
charges create a uniform background which reduces the original electric field. This 
is a screening effect due to the polarization of the medium. 
In analogy to the electric case, we assume that the QCD vacuum is an anti-
screening medium which has a very small color-dielectric function k.  A test color-
charge immersed in such a medium will automatically create a bubble (bag or a 
soliton) around itself as shown in Fig. 2.1 [13]. Inside the bubble,  t£ = kin is unity, 
and the quarks and gluons can propagate freely (asymptotic freedom), while in the 
surrounding medium is = tz, is nearly zero, and the quarks and gluons cannot 
propagate. The energy of the bubble comes from two sources. One is due to the 
color field redistribution, the other is due to the pressure from the surrounding 
medium. Thus we have the total energy U = Uc  Uv, where the individual terms 
are respectively 
Uc = 
14. (  1 
2R  kola 
1) 
(2.1) 9 
47 
Uv  R3p (2.2)
3 ' 
where Qc is the amount of color-charge, R is the radius of the bubble, and p is a 
positive constant. Other possible terms, such as ones proportional to the surface 
area, are neglected since they will not change our qualitative conclusion. From the 
condition auiaR, 0, the minimum of U (as a function of R) can be written as 
4 ( Q2 )3/4 (477 1/4 umin ,"  c )  (2.3)
3  2nout 
Thus, if the total color-charge Qc inside the bubble is nonzero, the energy of the 
bubble becomes infinite as tut -* 0; however if the interior of the bubble contains 
no net color-charge (color singlet), then the energy of the bubble remains finite as 
trout "--4 0. 
Such a picture of color confinement is analogous to diamagnetism where the 
magnetic field is expelled from a superconductor.  Here the antiscreening color-
dielectric medium pushes the color fields into the bubble. By an inside-out mapping 
and replacing the magnetic field with the color field, the Meissner effect in elec­
trodynamics becomes an ideal analog of color confinement in QCD. In both cases 
the different vacuum domains are separated by phase transitions, with the magnetic 
permeability ii and color-dielectric function rc as the respective order parameters. 
For this reason, color dielectric confinement may be viewed as a color Meissner effect 
[28]. 
In applications, such an intuitive picture can be incorporated through the 
introduction of an effective scalar color-dielectric field. Color confinement is imposed 
as a boundary-value problem with baryons as nontopological solitons composed of 
confined quarks. In this case, the equations of motion contain the coupling between 
the quarks and color dielectric field as well as the self-coupling of the dielectric field. 10 
Baryon  Eabc cr qb cic 
Figure 2.1. A baryonic bubble in an antiscreening color medium. Inside the bubble, 
the vacuum is perturbative, where the shaded area outside of the bubble is the 
normal, nonperturbative vacuum. Here a, b, and c are color indices, and cab, is the 
completely antisymmetric tensor. 11 
Unlike QCD, color dielectric models are tractable in low-energy realistic ap­
plications. They are more general than bag models, and in fact include the MIT 
bag and SLAC bag as limiting cases [13]. Yet the strongest appeal of color dielectric 
models is probably to derive them from fundamental QCD with lattice techniques 
[14]. 
2.1.2. Construction of a Color Dielectric Model from QCD 
Numerical studies of lattice QCD strongly support the assumption that 
quarks and gluons are absolutely confined inside the hadrons [27].  Although a 
realistic computation of physical quantities is far away at present, the technique 
can be used as a guide to develop effective QCD models. After several steps of 
block-spinning, the short-distance effects of gluons are effectively suppressed, and 
the parameters of the effective color-dielectric model might be calculated. Here we 
follow the arguments of Nielsen and Patkos, and try to show how an effective color-
dielectric theory would arise from QCD by defining phase-averaged gauge fields over 
small four-dimensional space-time hypercubes in the case of SUc(2). 
Gauge field theories have a deep geometric foundation. In terms of differential 
geometry, gauge fields 44,, describe parallel transport in charge space (connections) 
with the curvature tensor being the field intensity Fiw. Under a parallel transport 
the matter field 1P(x) undergoes, because of the local change of axes, an apparent 
change 
i(x) > zgx + dx) = 71)(x) + 64(x),  (2.4) 
with 
(57,b(x) = igAi,(x)7,b(x),  (2.5) 12 
L 
L 
Figure 2.2. Schematic picture of the four-dimensional box where the phase factor is 
averaged over the paths connecting xo and xo + e. 
where A, =  Aail is a Yang-Mills field, l'Aa is the gauge group generator, and PAam, 
g is the gauge coupling constant. The solution of equation (2.5) can be written 
formally as 
.0(x)  pew ft  IlAcisk' 
77'(X0) E. U-y(X)X0)1)(X0))  (2.6) 
where 7 labels a path between xo and x, and P is a path-ordering operator. Thus 
for every path y with endpoints xo and x we can associate a group element. The 
parallel transport operator U..,,(x, x0) has the required gauge transformation. 
The key idea of Nielsen and Patkos is to average over the physics of short-
distance fluctuations, and to define an effective gauge field representing the mean 
motion of the gluons. For a four-dimensional box of size L, as shown in Fig. 2.2, we 
assume the average phase factor 
(U(x, x0)) Ls_' K(xo) -{- ieBp(xo),  (2.7) 13 
where the average is over all possible paths connecting x0 and x within the box. 
In Eq. (2.7), K is a scalar field, and Bi, = 2AaBma, Bi,a is a coarse-grained gluon 
field. The appropriate covariant derivative now becomes Dm = K  igBm. In the 
continuum limit (L  0), K --+ 1, and B  Am. 
In principle, the effective Lagrangian in terms of K and Bm can be obtained 
by inserting two infinite products of S functions into the QCD partition function 
and averaging out the original gauge field Am, over each hypercube, that is 
Z = f DKDBm IDAm11{8 [K(x0)  (U(x, x0))] 
box 
a
xS [13m(x0)  (U(x, x0))  } exP(SQcD) 
=  f DK DBm exp[Se ff(Bm, K)].  (2.8) 
This integral is hopelessly complicated for analytic evaluation. However it is argued 
by Nielsen and Patkos that only x, the color-singlet part of K, is relevant to the long-
distance behavior of the effective theory. Accordingly, the simplest gauge-invariant 
effective gluon Lagrangian is 
,C9 = 
1  x ) tr[Ft,,Fil  2
1 
o-,2,(81,x)2  U(x),  (2.9) 
where the field tensor FIA, = a,A  avA.,  i[A,,, AL,] under the redefinition At, = 
Bmlx, and the color-dielectric function is defined as k(x) =  x4. In Eq. (2.9),  au 
fixes the scale of the dimensionless  x field, and U(x) represents the nonlinear self-
interaction of the scalar field, with absolute minimum at x = 0. The corresponding 
quark Lagrangian is 
Lq = 4 (i-eDm  mq) q 
(2.10) = 4 [i-im(xam  gBm)  mq] 14 
where q is the quark field, q is the Dirac adjoint field, and ni, is the quark mass. 
The canonical quark fields are defined by the rescaling q -4 q' .--­ _q, and this leads 
to the effective quark Lagrangian in the color-dielectric model, 
rq = 4 [-e(iath - gAm)- 7q.  (2.11) 
The apx term produced by the rescaling has been eliminated by integrating it by 
parts and using the conservation of the baryon current. 
We should point out that the actual form of the effective Lagrangian is depen­
dent on the explicit averaging procedure. The perturbative calculation [14] shows 
that K -4 0 in the physical vacuum, while lattice calculations [27] show how K 
deceases as the block-spin size becomes large. 
2.2. RESTORATION OF CHIRAL SYMMETRY 
The effective Lagrangian (2.11) does not obey chiral symmetry under an 
infinitesimal chiral transformation on the quark fields 
q > q  z(e  /2)'y q,  (2.12) 
q --4 q  q2-y5(e- i-/2),  (2.13) 
where ;5-* is the Pauli isospin operator and fls an infinitesimal parameter. The quark 
mass term (m/x)gq in Eq. (2.11) is "chiral-odd", and so is not invariant under 
the transformation (2.13)-(2.13). There are many different ways to impose chiral 
symmetry onto the effective Lagrangian. The simplest approach is to introduce new 
fields a and it' which are defined to transform exactly the right way to restore chiral 
symmetry in the mass term (as in the linear a model [28]). In this thesis, however, 
we follow Jaffe's prescription which is similar to the nonlinear a model and has 
been successfully applied to the CBM [6]. The new pion field is transformed in a 15 
nonlinear way while its chiral partner is eliminated. It is quite messy, but does not 
cause any particular difficulty if the pion field is treated perturbatively and only the 
lowest-order terms of the pion-nucleon interaction are kept. 
Thus our pseudoscalar coupling, chiral color-dielectric Lagrangian has the 
form: [11] 
e=76.1' raDmi = q (i-ea  1-f  2gAa-yPAa) q
 Xq
 
4tc(X)(Fpc.)2  -*(1,72 (a t,X)2  U(X)  2(Dµ02  (2.14) 
where 
K(X) = X4,  (2.15) 
Dvk =  + f sin f8µ0,  (2.16) 
F: = aµ,4,  g fakAi,b Af,.  (2.17) 
Here 0, Allµ and x are the pion, gluon, and dielectric fields respectively, n(x) is 
the dielectric coefficient [other CDM models may use different functional forms for 
tc(x)],F: is the gluon field tensor, 7-= is the isospin operator of the pion, Aa and fak 
are Gell-Mann matrices and SU(3) structure constants, mq and mir are the quark 
and pion masses, and D,cb is the covariant derivative of the pion field. Arrows over 
quantities denote their isovector nature, the magnitude 0 = (  0)'/2, and the unit 
vector 0 = 070. 
In analogy to the surface-coupled CBM [6,22] where 
1 
£CBM =  (2.18) 
the CCDM Lagrangian LCDMi is invariant under the infinitesimal transformation 16 
q  q  iv 'r /2) q,  (2.19) 
i(  T /2),  (2.20) 
0>0--ex0,  (2.21) 
provided that isospin is symmetric, namely mu = md. In Eq. (2.18), 0 is  a step 
function defined as one inside the bag and zero otherwise, (Ss  is a surface delta 
function, and B is the bag pressure constant.  If we ignore the pion mass, this 
Lagrangian becomes invariant under the chiral transformation of quarks, Eqs. (2.13) 
and (2.13), provided that the pion field is transformed simultaneously as 
ti 
+ Ef + f  x  x (A [1  (01 f)cot(0/ f)]  (2.22) 
The conserved vector and axial-vector currents corresponding to this transformation 
invariance are given by Noether's theorem as 
=  + A(01  x (9-Z  (2.23) 
/2 
A" = q71`75q + f 0.9'20 +  ) sm(20/f).  (2.24) 12 
For nonzero pion mass, the axial-vector current is partially conserved (PCAC), that 
is 
*9µAµ = -fm.!(6+ 0(02).  (2.25) 
It is this equation which leads us to identify f with the usual pion weak decay 
constant (f  93 MeV). 
An important, yet phenomenological, part of the CCDM Lagrangian (2.14) is 
the dielectric field self-interaction U(x). We express it in terms of the bag constant 
B and a shape parameter a [11]: 
2 3
U(X) = BCre [1  2 (1  a) x  (1  x-9]  .  (2.26) 17 
This form of the self-interaction has a double well structure when a > 6, as shown 
in Fig. 2.3.  It has an absolute minimum at  x = 0 and a local minimum at x 
1. These can be identified with the physical and the perturbative vacua of QCD 
respectively. The energy density difference between these two minima is the pressure 
of the physical vacuum, that is the bag constant B. The curvature of U(x) at x = 0 
is related to the dielectric field mass (glueball mass) via 
1 cPU  2 X-+0 1  2  2' 
X  InGs(avX) (2.27)  2 dx2 
x=--0 
Of particular importance is the behavior of the Lagrangian (2.14) in the limit of 
vanishing dielectric field, x -4 0. In this limit, the gluon kinetic energy term x4F214 
vanishes and the quark effective mass mq/x becomes infinite. Accordingly, we have 
the distinguishing characteristic of the CDM: the quark and gluon fields are confined 
within the baryon to the region of non-vanishing dielectric field X. This contrasts 
with bag models in which confinement is externally imposed by placing the quarks 
within an infinite square well. 
As we see from the form of the Lagrangian (2.14) with the dielectric self-
interaction field (2.26), the CDM has six parameters: the quark mass mq, the strong 
coupling constant g (or equivalently a, = g2/47r), the pion decay constant f, the 
glueball (or dielectric field) mass mGB  \./2Ba/o-v, the bag constant B, and the 
shape parameter a. We adjust the three parameters f,  g, and rrtGB in our fits 
to experimental data, and fix the other parameters at the values used by Sahu and 
Phatak [11] in their study of bound-state spectra. Even though we adjust these three 
parameters, their values are far from arbitrary. The glueball mass mGB essentially 
sets the scale of energy, and the values of the coupling and decay constants must be 
close to the accepted values for the model to be considered realistic. 1
18 
X 
Figure 2.3. A typical form of the self-interaction of the color-dielectric field. Here B1 /4  = 94 MeV, and a = 24. The physical vacuum corresponds to the absolute
minimum at x = 0. 19 
2.3. PSEUDO-VECTOR COUPLING VERSION  OF CCDM 
In order for the Weinberg-Tomozawa [29]  relation to appear explicitly in 
S-wave 71-N scattering at the tree level (and thus guarantee that the Born approxi­
mation scattering lengths are reasonable), we perform a unitary transformation [6] 
on the quark fields, 
q  exp[i-y5-7 i)/(2f)] q,  (2.28) 
--* q exp[i-y5-r- -4;/(2f)].  (2.29) 
Substituting these relations into CcDmi. (2.14), we then have 
lei76f.,/>/fq  (2.30) 
4,7/4  4 ei76-7,1,7(2i),ypapez75f-S/(2f)  (2.31) 
=" ;Ye D  2f
Try'--y5r-q  Dp7k, 
where the covariant derivative on the quark field is defined as 
Dµq = apq  (cos f 
1) ir  (k x Oijq,  (2.32) 
2 
and the identity 
ei75f4/(2f)  cos( f)  2-y5T  ,rb's sin(  )  (2.33) 
has been used. The original pseudoscalar coupling CDM Lagrangian (2.14) is then 
transformed to the vector coupling form in terms of the newly defined quark fields: 
Ing  1 
£CDM2 = q[i-ystu  =  g Aa'r  2f
"q-y- 757  1...1,0q X4  2 
(2.34)
4tc(X)(Fpav)2  2cit,(8 p,X)2  U(X)  (Di445)2  2m27,02. 
Ignoring the gluon interaction for the moment and assuming that the pion field is 
weak, we next expand the covariant derivatives in powers of 0/f, and retain terms 
up to order (0/f)2, 20 
(2.35) 
D  fLi  (914 +  LT2i  X aplil)q,  (2.36) 
which lead to 
DM2 = q (ilitha  722x)  q  Cly(a IAX)2  (X) + (aµ02  77.& 
(2.37)
2f  4 f2 
The Hamiltonian is obtained by following the usual canonical procedure, 
H = f d3xT°°,  (2.38) 
where the energy-momentum tensor is defined as 
ac  ar 
=  (2.39) 
a(at44)5  +av4 a(ak44)+ 3(50§-6.)av gtir 
Up to order (01 f)2 , the total Hamiltonian can be divided into the following pieces: 
H = Hcare +  + Hint  (2.40) 
where 
Hcore =  d3 x [E q!  ia V + 7 mg) q,  {(V' x)2  ¶2}  U(X)]  ,  (2.41)
2 X 
mi,02] H4, =  d3x  (2.42) (v,0)2 
The resulting basic interaction Hamiltonian has two smaller pieces, 
Hint ^ Hla + H27,,  (2.43) 
Hix =  d3 x "ii-e-y5-r-q aJ,  (2.44) 
H2, =  d3x q-e'r-q  x athj.  (2.45) 21 
q' 
(a)  (b) 
Figure 2.4. The elementary linear and quadratic terms in 11 f contributing to the 
interaction Hamiltonian. Here q and q' denote quarks, and the it mesons are treated 
as fundamental particles. 
These elementary vertices are illustrated in Fig. 2.4. It is worthwhile to notice 
that the one-pion vertex H17, has a pseudovector coupling between the pion field and 
the axial isospin current of the quark, and two-pion vertex Hew has a vector coupling 
between the isospin current of the pion and the isospin current of the quark. For 
S-wave irN scattering near threshold, the pseudovector coupling vanishes, and the 
only surviving term is the two-pion contact interaction H2ir. Since the usual pion 
isospin density  x 300 is independent of x, the interaction Hamiltonian is 
Hs = IN fr/(2f2))  (2.46) 
where the nucleon and pion isospin operators are respectively, 
IN =  c13 x4-y°  (2.47)
J 2 
fir  = ci x ao  (2.48) 
The form (2.46) is identical to the Weinberg-Tomozawa result which was originally 
derived from current algebra. 22 
2.3.1. Soliton Bag States in the MFA 
Both the scalar dielectric field x and the screened gluon fields A, exist in 
the Lagrangian  (2.34).  The simplest treatment of this model is in the mean field 
approximation (MFA) which ignores Ai, and the pion clouds (one then needs add 
back in the one-gluon-exchange "correction" to split the nucleon and delta masses). 
Pions are included perturbatively in the model when we derive the bare vertex 
functions and will later dress these bare vertices and the intermediate baryons by 
means of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation (1.1). 
The equations of motion (the Euler-Lagrange equations) for the static quark 
and dielectric fields in MFA are obtained from the Lagrangian  (2.34): 
(-Om  n±') q = 0,  (2.49) 
X 
dU (x)  mq 0.,2,amakix  = 0.  (2.50)
 
dx  x2 
These equations need to be solved self-consistently.  For the N and A, all three 
quarks are in 151/2 state, and so the quark wave function is assumed to have the 
form: 
g(r)
 
q2(x) =  (  '.,1.4e-i'qt  ,  (2.51) 
icr  i AO 
where  ..,,, is the quark spin wave function, and  Eq is the eigenenergy of the quark. 
As usual, the scalar-isoscalar and dimensionless dielectric field x is assumed to be 
time-independent and spherically symmetric. The equations of motion now reduce 
to 
df(r)  2 
f (r),  (2.52) 
q  X(r)) g(r)  dr  r 
dg(r) 
(2.53) 
(eq  X(:))  1(r)  dr  ' 
d2x(r) 
dr2 
2 dx(r) 
r  dr 
aU(X) 
(7? OX 
3mq 
2( r) 
r 
(r)  12(r)]  = 0.  (2.54) 23 
These are coupled, nonlinear differential equations. We solve them numerically with 
the normalization condition, 
fo 
r2 dr {g2(r) + 12(r)] = 1  (2.55) 
and boundary conditions [30], 
dx
dr (r = 0) = 0,  (2.56) 
f(r = 0) = 0,  (2.57) 
r000 1 e X(r)  inG.Br. 
r 
(2.58) 
Typically we search for a stable soliton configuration which has a localized solution 
x(r) and a bound state solution for g(r) and f(r). 
In the same spirit as the CBM, we treat static baryons as composite, three 
quark systems, while simultaneously treating pions as elementary quantized fields. 
The structure of baryons is basically a shell model (similar to bag models) with each 
quark interacting independently with the scalar field. The total wave function for 
a baryon is a direct-product of the space, spin, flavor, and color wave functions of 
three quarks, and is antisymmetric under the interchange of any two quarks. 
The color part of the baryon wave function is always totally antisymmetric; 
the space part for both the N and A are symmetric since all their three quarks are in 
the lowest 181/2 state. To satisfy the Pauli principle, the spin-flavor wave function 
of the N and t  must be symmetric. The total baryon wave function centered at 
origin is then 
IB0) = ikapace ® 11)SF 0  Ocolor)  (2.59) 
where the space part is a product of two component spinors of three constituent 24 
quarks, 
g(r)
  g(r)  g(r)
 
Ospace  (2.60) 
i
 ja if(0)1  (  icr  i f(r) )2  (a  f(r) ) 3 
where the subscripts 1, 2 and 3 refer to the individual quarks. The spin-flavor (SF) 
wave functions of the N and A are, for example [31], 
p, S z =  =  G-[(ud  du)u  2uucl] [(Ti + IT) T 2 ill]
2 1)
du)u (11  0)11,  (2.61) 
3)
A++, Sz =  (uuu) (TM.  (2.62) 
2 
2.3.2. Vertex Functions with Static Baryons 
The quantized pion field is 
[Jtooetkx  h.c.1 
c7;(x)  (21-)-3/21  d3k  (2.63) 
V2co.(k) 
where h.c. denotes Hermitian conjugate, and a(k) is the pion annihilation operator 
satisfying the usual scalar-field commutation relations. After substituting Eq. (2.63) 
into Eq. (2.44) and projecting the vertex function into the physical baryon space, the 
hadron-space interaction Hamiltonian involving a single pion, shown in Fig. 2.5a, 
now becomes 
igr= E BtsBa f d3 k kµ [a(k) Vi a(k)  h.c.]  ,  (2.64) 
«,0 
where the vertex function 13:34a  is the matrix element of the quark pseudovector 
current evaluated between the two transition baryon states: 
a(k) 
i  f d3reik'  1-q-y'k-y5i=q1 Ba)  .  (2.65) 
2f V(27-)32w,(k) 
For the N and A, 25
 
B  B'  B B' 
(a)  (b) 
Figure 2.5. The hadronic space vertices. The graph (a) describes the transition 
process of baryon B  B' by absorbing a fundamental it meson. The graph (b) 
represents the transition process of B  B' by absorbing a 7r and simultaneously 
emitting a 7r1 at the same spot. 
4,yo,75q  (2.66) 
q-y-y5q = g2 (Oa  f2(r)o- cr  r.  (2.67) 
Using properties of the Pauli matrices and the spherical harmonic functions, the 
angle integration can be carried out, 
o-crkcri=2crifci--crk,  (2.68) 
fg2 (r)cr  IC = 47T-g2(r)jo(kr)o- fc,  (2.69) 
f2(r)a­ di  = LITT- f2(r)Do(kr)  2j2(kr)] cr- fc.  (2.70) 
Putting these pieces together, we obtain the 7r-BB' pseudovector vertex function, 
13;a(k) =  uPv (k) (Bola icilBcr)sF ,  (2.71) 
2f V(27032(.0,(k) 
where the form factor is 26 
Table 2.1. One-pion spin-flavor coupling constants for the pseudovector form of the 
7rNN vertex interaction. 
ABM;Bo 
Bo\BM  7rN  7rA 
N  5  412­
A  5 
f  r)
uPv(k) = 47r J r2dr  [g2(r)  Jo(kr)  22(kr)}.  (2.72)
23r)  3 
The bracket in Eq. (2.71) is a spin-flavor matrix element which we reduce via the 
Wigner-Eckart theorem: 
47r  3B13Bp  IB1MIBp 
riw)ABQm;-Pf ( Bo  cr  ) sF 
A 
0 C 
.1BpC B1M1Bp  (2.73) y 
3  it," 
where the C's are Clebsch-Gordon coefficients and the A's are the one-pion pseu­
dovector coupling constants evaluated using the baryon SU(6) spin-flavor wave func­
tions. The results are given in Table 2.1. 
The contact interaction which directly couples the initial pion and baryon to 
the final pion and baryon can be evaluated similarly. It takes the form: 
H 2B, = E Bt B« f d3k' d3k f[cIt (1e) x  c-i(k)]  [1/i),Ta(ki, k)  k)] } ,  (2.74) 
where the time component and space component of the interaction are defined in 27 
momentum space by 
1  fd3re-i(le-k)-r k) = 
4f2(27031/4w,(k)u.),(1c0 
x (Bp 14(ifijkri)[co,(Ici)  u.4(k)1-y°q1.8,,),  (2.75) 
1  f dsre-i(ki-k).r k) = 
4 f2(2703V4w,r(k)wir(e) 
x (Bp 11(-221k-r)(k'  k) yqJ Bc,)  ,  (2.76) 
where ei3k is the completely antisymmetric tensor, and the subscripts j and k refer 
to the final and initial pions. Again we use the ground state quark wave function 
to reduce the quark level matrix elements, 
747°q =g2(04_.f2(0,  (2.77) 
q-yq = ig(r)f (r) [o (a  1.)  . Oa] .  (2.78) 
The angle integration for the time component is simply, 
= (4702 E ji,(kir)jL(kr) YL*m(KOK,m(i).  (2.79) 
LM
 
With the relation 
cr ko-rcrrak=rx(le+k),  (2.80) 
the angle integration for the space part is 
x (k' + k)  (4702  jL(V7-)jL(kr)Yi*,m,(K1)YLm(fc) 
x 2fdi Yi:m,(i)LYLm(i),  (2.81) 
where it, = ir x V is just the orbital angular momentum operator.  The full 
momentum space vertex functions of the contact interaction are then, 28 
ce,(k)  ca,(k1) 
1 EY,m(P)YLAl(k) 
472 f2 V4w,(k)w,(ki) LA/ 
SF 
Xvr)  k) (Bp  Ba)  ,  (2.82) 
k) = 
1  E YL,f(ki)YLm(k) 
472  V4w,(k)(4),(ka JLMM' 
SF 
;IV AJLS vtS) xC'ths,VJC  k) (Bp  jk Ti Cr  Ba  (2.83)
2\76 
where their radial parts are defined as 
v(LcT)(ki k) =Ir2 dr {g2(r)  f2 (r)] j L(Ic' r)j L(kr), 
vics)(ki,  29(r) f (r)
= f r2 dr  L(IcIr)j L(kr),  (2.84) 
the extra factor due to the spin-orbit coupling is 
S' S 1 I}
A. .7 Ls  2\ I 6 L(L  1)(2L + 1) (_)J+S-FL  (2.85)
L L J 
and the spin-flavor matrix elements are defined as 
SF Eijk  E ATI raBlm./. (Bp  Ti Bc,)  (2.86) 
2  I
 
ifijk  \-""  ry IBam,I (Bp  T217 B  L.  (2.87) 
2-V6  I 
where the two-pion coupling constants  and A', given in Table 2.2, are also 
evaluated using baryon SU(6) wave functions. 
2.3.3. The Coherent State and Momentum Projection 
The physical quantum states of baryons should be momentum eigenstates 
since the model Hamiltonian is translationally invariant. However, a classical soliton 
is a localized object which has no definite momentum. Therefore the static baryons 29 
Table 2.2. Two-pion spin-flavor coupling constants. The superscripts T and S refer 
to the time and space components of the contact interaction, and I is the isospin of 
the scattering channel. 
ASI 
Oa 
I -1 
2  I  -2 
1_ 
2  / = 2
2 
cx\O  irN  7rA  7rN  7r N  it 0  irN 
irN  -1 
1 
2  0 
_5 
3 
2N5 
3 
5 
6 
2.\/ 
3 
0 
5 
2  0  -1  3 
5,/fa 
6 
21-5­
3  3 
we have constructed so far contain spurious center-of-mass motion. Lubeck et al. 
[32] have shown that such spurious center-of-mass motion makes a large contribution 
to the properties of the soliton bag, in fact have found significant improvements in 
reproducing the values of the nucleon magnetic moment and the axial coupling 
constant  gA  after using momentum-projected baryons.  For scattering processes, 
where large momentum transfers occur, recoil effects associated with motion  of 
the center of mass are expected to be more important than for static properties. 
Unfortunately, there is no straightforward way to isolate the spurious center-of­
mass motion in a relativistic theory. In contrast to the nonrelativistic center-of-mass 
operator, the corresponding relativistic center-of-energy operator is not a tractable 
object [33]. There are many different approaches in the literature for including this 
recoil correction, and a brief review is given in Ref. [7]. 
In this thesis, we choose to remove this spurious collective motion by a Peierls-
Yoccoz [26] projection which forms an eigenstate of momentum p: 30 
B(P )) = NB f dr e2" IBr)  7  (2.88) 
'Br)  q  0 IC r) ,  (2.89) 
where IN denotes a localized baryon state centered at r and NB is a momentum-
dependent normalization constant. The operator 4 creates a quark state centered at 
r, and the ket Cr) is the quantized wave function for the scalar dielectric field. The 
resulting momentum-projected state is actually a linear superposition of localized 
states, with each centered at different points. The Peierls-Yoccoz projection has long 
been used in nuclear physics, and has been applied to bag models as well as soliton 
models to calculate the recoil corrections in the static properties. In bag models, this 
technique suffers from some ambiguities due to the sharp boundary and the highly 
relativistic quark wave functions. A slightly altered (smoother) wave function would 
drastically change some static properties in some bag model calculations [6]. In the 
color-dielectric model, however, the dynamical confinement mechanism makes the 
quark wave functions more realistic, and the PY projection method is expected to be 
more reliable provided we have the complete wave functions of the quarks, mesons, 
and the dielectric field. 
To obtain the quantum wave function for the scalar dielectric field, we con­
struct coherent states based on the classical mean field solution [7]. Such states have 
long been used to provide quantum representations of solitons and have been applied 
in various areas of physics. We assume that the quantum color dielectric field and 
its conjugate can be expanded in some complete set of orthonormal functions 
c2k.raIGB(k)]  ,  (2.90) 5'((r) = X. +  d3q2co(k) [etk'aGB(k) 
II(r)  i(271)3/2 f d3144)(2k) [ek.raGB(k)  e 11c.ratGB (k)}  ,  (2.91) 31 
where w(k) = 1/m2GB  k2, and the creation and annihilation operators obey the 
usual scalar field commutation relations, 
[aGB(k), aGB(k')] = 83(k  k'),  (2.92) 
[aGB(k), aGB(k')] = [aGB(k), aGB(k')]  0.  (2.93) 
The vacuum state 10) is defined as 
aGB(k) (0) = 0, for all k.  (2.94) 
The use of the plane-wave basis is convenient since the vacuum state is translation-
ally invariant. The coherent state is constructed by 
Cr)  = exp {1d3kVw(k)/2fr(k)atGB(k)] 10) ,  (2.95)
1 
where fr(k) is the Fourier transform of the scalar dielectric field centered at r, 
namely 
fr(k) 
==  6-21. h(k), 
fo(k) =,  d3r x(r)e-tk.r.  (2.96) 
(2703/2 
Such a coherent state still maintains many features of the MFA, yet has some addi­
tional important properties, such as being an eigenstate of the annihilation operator, 
aGE(k) Cr) I  = \i/w(k)fr(k) 1Cr)  (2.97) 
2 
The expectation value of the field operator X over the coherent state is the same as its 
classical values in the MFA, and the expectation value of the conjugate momentum 
operator vanishes: 
(Cr WO Cr)  (2.98) 
(CrICr)  x'r'' 
(Cr n(r) Cr)  = 0.  (2.99) 32 
In addition, the overlap and transition matrix elements between two different co­
herent states are 
(C1 1C2) = exp  1 d3kw(k) f.1 (k).f2(k)  (2.100)
J 2 
, 
(2.101) (C1  5r(r) :1 C2) = 3C1(r) (C11C2) 
: f1 (r)  :1 C2)  = II (r) (C11C2)  (2.102) 
where fi and f2  are the Fourier transforms of the coherent states centered on the 
points 1 and 2, and the averages of the classical fields are defined as 
(2.103) X(r) = -2 Ni(r) + X2(01,
 
II(r) =  d3k w(2k) [f2(k)e21".  fi(k)e-'11  .  (2.104)

(203/2 
In the above equations, the :  : symbol refers to the normal-ordered product of the 
field operators W. The relations of the transition elements are assumed to be true 
for n = -1 as well as for positive n [34 
2.3.4. Vertex Functions with Momentum-Projected Baryons 
With the introduction of the coherent state, we can now perform the 
momentum-projection calculations. The actual evaluations of the vertex functions 
are carried out in the Breit frame. For an arbitrary operator 6, as an example, the 
transition matrix element between the momentum-projected baryon states is 
Opc,(q) = (Bo (-D 16113c, (2)) 
dxdy Cicr(x+Y)/2 (13,33,16113.x) 
fdzdr  (Bor_161Bar+) 
f dzNg2(z)Nx(z) f dr e- (qr- lOkr+) (BololBa)sF
=  (2.105)
dzN(z)Nx(z) e-icuzi 2 33 
where 
x = r+  r  z/2,  (2.106) 
y = r_  r  z/2,  (2.107) 
and (qr_161q,+) is just a one-quark transition matrix element. The overlap functions 
Ng(z) and Nx(z) are defined as 
Ng(z)  d3rql(r_)q(r+),  (2.108) = 
Nx(z)  (Cr_ICr+)  .  (2.109) 
Accordingly, the recoil-corrected matrix elements of the pseudovector vertex function 
and the contact interaction (2.45) are: 
(130(-1i)4-Yll-Y5;r'q 1-13"(t)) )3;a(k)  (2.110)
2f 2w,(k) 
(B0( )14-e'ffq1./3,x( 1)) 
(2.111) 44a(q) = 
4f 2  VLICAJw(k)Caff (ki) 
where q = k'  k is the three-momentum transfer. The details of evaluating these 
two vertex functions can be found in Appendix A. While the one-pion vertex has 
an identical structure as the static one, the two-pion transition matrix .f.;,(q) uses 
different arguments than the static one. The relationship between their form factors 
is also given in the Appendix. Generally speaking, the momentum-projected cal­
culations result in much more complicated form factors with unchanged spin-flavor 
matrix elements. 
The vertex function 13;,,(k) is of some interest in its own right because it is 
related to the axial form factor of the nucleon. In particular, VN,N(k) in the k 
limit determines gA of nucleon. The calculation with the pseudoscalar ,CcDmi shows 
that gA calculated using momentum-projected states is in better agreement to the 
0 34 
experimental value than that calculated in the MFA. The form factor fl;(q) for the 
contact interaction is the matrix element of the vector current, and has time and 
space components which are related to the charge and magnetic form factors of the 
baryons. 
2.4. ONE GLUON-EXCHANGE CORRECTIONS 
While it is good that we have been able to solve the field equations in the 
mean field approximation, the approximations involved leave the nucleon and delta 
with the same mass. This degeneracy is lifted by including one-gluon exchange 
corrections.  Since the scalar dielectric field x is responsible for the confinement 
of gluons, it is consistent to ignore the self-interaction of the residual gluon. This 
means we drop the non-Abelian gf at), gpAci, term in equation (2.17) for the gluon 
field tensor Fa'1". This treatment avoids the possibility of double counting since 
the scalar dielectric field is a color-singlet, while the exchange of one gluon always 
carries color. 
Under the Coulomb gauge condition V (KAa) = 0, the equations for the 
time and space components of the gluon fields become, 
(x0Aa,0)  ja,O,  (2.112) 
/411a  V2(KAa) + V x (KAa x V In tc) =  (2.113) 
Here ja'w = 2gq-yvAaq is the quark current and j`; is its transverse component. We 
follow Bickeboller et al.  [35] and use Green's function techniques to solve these 
equations for A. As in bag model calculations  [5], if the contribution of the gluon 
electric energy is neglected, the dominant Ml magnetic energy can be expressed as: 35 
(B(0)  E Aa(i) ja(j)  B(0)) 
Aa(i)Aa(i)) ( cCra(i)O-a(j)) 
X I rdr 7'1 dri  [g(r)f (r)  (r  (r  )g(r)f (711  (2.114)
tc(r)  <  >  tc(r0
Here Aa(i) is the gluon field due to the i-th quark, and 31(r) and iii(r>) are the 
two solutions of the differential equation, 
d2 2  d 
is  (2.115) dr + (172,2 11')] gl(r)  0,
2 2  I 
where 31(7-<) is regular at the origin, whereas fii(r>) is divergent at the origin 
and regular at infinity. The bare baryon mass is the expectation value of the core 
Hamiltonian between zero-momentum baryon states plus the correction of the gluon 
magnetic energy: 
m(k) = (B(0)1Hcare I B(0)) + Eniag.  (2.116) 
The first term of the expression (2.116) is calculated following the same momentum-
projection procedure described in the previous section. The details are given in 
Appendix B. 
To calculate the one-gluon exchange contribution, we use the fact that all 
physical baryons are colorless, and therefore the color matrix elements for a baryon 
are 
Aa(i))  = 0,  (2.117) 
[Aa(i)12\  16 
(2.118) 3'
 
Aa(1)Aa(2))  =  (2.119)
3 36 
The spin-spin interaction matrix elements which make the difference between N and 
L. masses are 
{ 1, for N, 
(2.120) (0'1  0.2) = 
1,  for A. 
Finally, we obtain the bare nucleon and delta masses and parameterize them as func­
tions of the glueball mass mGB and the coupling constant of the strong interaction 
ce,, 
(0) MN = mGB(CQ  asCA))  (2.121) 
MA
(CO  = mGB(CQ + CesCA )7  (2.122) 
where CQ and CA are just constants determined from the mean field solutions, and 
the superscript (0) indicates a bare value without pion clouds. 37 
3. PION DRESSING AND UNITARITY 
In the present work we concentrate on 7rN scattering in the energy region 
from threshold through the A resonance. Even though the 7r0 channel is closed 
for these energies, we include coupling to it in  order to include its effect on 7rN 
scattering and to permit a subsequent extension of the theory to A production. 
We have derived bare vertex functions and bare masses of baryons in CCDM 
in the previous Chapter. Physical baryons should be a bare quark core enclosed 
by pion clouds.  For static and electromagnetic properties, the usual practice is 
to calculate pion loop corrections up to a  certain order. For scattering processes, 
however, pions are involved both in initial states and final states, and so the situation 
is more complicated. The usual approach is to calculate tree-level diagrams for the 
driving potentials, and then to iterate these tree-level diagrams using some integral 
equations to generate a multiple scattering series. The resulting amplitudes satisfy 
unitarity, have renormalized poles which we identify with physical baryons, and have 
renormalized vertex functions which we relate to phenomenological vertex functions. 
3.1. TREE-LEVEL POTENTIALS 
3.1.1. The Direct and Crossed Born Terms 
In Fig. 3.1 we show the three distinct terms which contribute in lowest or­
der to the urN and 7r0 scattering potentials.  Figure 3.1a and  3.1b are s- and 
u-channel diagrams respectively. Their corresponding potentials arise from two ele­
mentary vertices connected by appropriate propagators.  Evaluating them between 
bare baryon states, we find 38 
IV,N*, A  N,N*, A 
(a)  (b)  (c) 
Figure 3.1.  The three lowest-order terms of the potential contributing to  71 N 
scattering. 
vg)(ki, k) = E V 0;B0(11 V Bo;a(k)  (3.1)
'  m(°) Bo  E  Bo 
4,2(  V;Borairl,  VBoirairp;a(k) 
(3.2) 
Bo E  m1Pc,  w ,(k)  co,(k 
where E is the c.m. energy of the whole system and 4,) is the bare mass of the 
intermediate baryon Bo. The direct Born term is simple and can be handled straight­
forwardly. The crossed Born term, however, has two pions in the intermediate state, 
and thus the angular momentum and isospin coupling are little more complex. The 
recoil kinetic energy of the intermediate baryon in the crossed Born term has been 
ignored. In the partial-wave basis (see Appendix C for details) we need to take extra 
care of the arrangement of the order of pion coupling. The resulting partial-wave 
potentials can be written as 
KLa)L. T  6//j30 6,/./B.  k k 
487r f 2  4co,(k)cv,(1e) 
uPv (1e)uPv (k) 
x E )'BIMFBOABMBO  (3.3) 
B0  E m (0 B°) 39 
773 
vjaoLn  k)  8L1 k' k 
487r- f 2 V44,..;,(k)w,(1c1) 
nLJI UPV (k/ )uPV (k) 
x E ABomB,ABows  )3a  (3.4) 
Bo  E m(g  can.(k)  co,(k1)' 
where the spin-isospin coefficient for the crossed Born term is defined as 
(_1).913+SBI+113+113,+Im-FIm,[(2SB + 1)(25B, + 1)(2IB + l)(2IB' + 1)11/2 
I  }ISB 1  J 1.1-Al  IB  1 
(3.5) 
IM' IBI IB,  S Ell  1 SA) 
where the curly brackets are 6j symbols.  Clearly, spin and isospin conservation 
constrain the s-channel diagram's contributions to only the P11 and P33 partial-
waves, and the u-channel diagram's to all 71-N P-waves but not S-waves. 
3.1.2. The Contact Term 
As shown in Fig. 3.1c, the contact interaction contributes directly to ir N scat­
tering. The contributing potential is accordingly just the two-pion vertex function 
evaluated previously [Eq. (2.111)]. Usually we separate this term into two pieces: 
the time component Vg) and the spatial component Vgs). In the partial-wave 
basis (see Appendix C for details) they are 
[w,1.(k) + u.),(k')JATsai vf T (k' , k) vitT)LR(ki,  (3.6) 
81-f 2 V 4w, (k)u),(ki) 
As l Ai Ls up (k, k)
4.:,$)LJI  0  (3.7) 
87r f 2 V4c,),(k)co,r(k0 
where Ams has been defined previously in Eq. (2.85), and the spin-flavor  coupling 
constants are given in Table 2.2.  Since there is no restriction from angular mo­
mentum and isospin couplings for this term, it contributes to all partial waves. In 40 
particular, it is the only interaction for S-wave scattering, and has a similar role as 
the p and a mesons in conventional studies. 
3.2. ITERATIONS OF DIAGRAMS 
3.2.1. A Separable Potential Model 
As an illustration, we consider a simple separable potential model to show 
how diagram iterations affect the pole mass and the coupling constant.  Let us 
assume the driving potential for a particular channel has the form (see Fig. 3.2a), 
AO)g(e)g(k)
v(kI , k; E) =  (3.8)
E  m(°)  ' 
where E is the c.m. energy, AO), g(k), and m(°) are the bare coupling constant, bare 
form factor, and bare mass, respectively. The one-dimensional uncoupled Lippmann-
Schwinger equation for the particular channel is 
t(ki ,k; E) = v(ki, k; E)  p2 dp v(ki ,p; E)G(p; E)t(p, k; E),  (3.9) 
where G(p; E) is an appropriate propagator. Without losing any generality, we guess 
the resulting t-matrix to have the form 
Ag (e)g(k)
t(le  , k; E) =  (3.10) E m 
Substituting Eqs. (3.8) and (3.10) into Eq. (3.9), we get 
Ao) 
(3.11) E m E  m( °) - AN) I(E)' 
1(E) =  p2 dp 22 (p)G(p; E).  (3.12) 
We then expand 1(E) around the bare mass m(°) as 41 
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Figure 3.2. Iterating a simple energy-dependent separable potential. The graphs 
(a), (b) and (c) refer to the bare, once-iterated and twice-iterated potentials. The 
sum of these three and higher order graphs leads to the graph (d) which has the 
renormalized pole mass and the renormalized coupling constant. 
m(o)i  rar(E)i 1(E) -, 1-0 +  {E  m( °)]  (3.13) [ aE  o, 
where the subscript 0 denotes the values evaluated at E = m( °).  After a little 
manipulations, we finally obtain the solution 
m. ,, m(°) + Amio[i+ A(0) (a' ) I (3.14) aE  0 
ai ) 1 A 2..' A(°)  [1  + A(°) (aE (3.15)
oi 
We see that the position of the renormalized pole is shifted, and that the coupling 
constant at the pole gets renormalized. The actual differences depend on the sign of 
the potential and form of the form factors. For this simple model, the form factor 
is not changed. The corresponding diagrammatic illustration is shown in Fig. 3.2. 42 
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Figure 3.3. Some diagrams generated by the multiple scattering series which renor­
malize the masses of the bare baryons. The diagrams (a) and (b) shifts the bare 
nucleon mass, and the diagrams (c) and (d) shift the bare delta mass. 
3.2.2.  Full Pion Dressing through the Lippmann-Schwinger Equation 
In the real situation, the driving potential is more complicated as it is the 
sum of the four terms described in the previous section: 
4aa)L.n.(k1, k; E) Vie( ki, k; E) =  14,,)Ljl(ki, k; E)
 
+vg)Ln.(k,,  4:s)L..u(kt,
  (3.16) 
Each component has its own coupling constant, form factor, and propagator. Thus, 
the generated infinite multiple scattering series has all kinds of complexity. Not only 
do the coupling constants and pole energies get renormalized, but also the form fac­
tors near poles are renormalized. The interplay of different vertices create various 
combinations of graphs. We can solve the full integral equations only numerically, 
but then deduce the renormalized pole positions, coupling constants, and form fac­
tors.  Figure 3.3 shows some of the diagrams in the multiple scattering series for 43 
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Figure 3.4. Some low-order graphs which renormalize the vertex functions. The 
first three graphs are from the multiple scattering series, the last one is an example 
of a "missed" graph. 
the mass renormalization of the bare baryons.  Figure 3.4 illustrates a few of the 
diagrams for the renormalization of the pion-baryon-baryon (irBB') vertex. The in­
termediate states can be either an N or A. It should be noticed that there are higher 
order diagrams which cannot be generated by this iteration of tree-level potentials. 
For example, the last diagram in Fig. 3.4 is not in the multiple scattering series 
because it involves a two-pion intermediate state. Although their contributions are 
generally believed to be small, there is no definite way to estimate the importance 
of these higher order terms. The alternative approaches, like K-matrix approxima­
tion, give similar results with the CBM [37], and so give us some confidence on the 
convergence of the model. We expect the effect of omitting these particular vertex 
renormalization processes lie within the 10 ,- 15% uncertainty [21]. 44 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
4.1. THE SOLITON SOLUTION IN THE MEAN FIELD APPROXIMATION 
As deduced in Chapter 2, the equations of motion (2.52)-(2.54) for the CCDM 
in the MFA are 
dfd(rr)
(e Eq  g  g(r) =  (4.1) 
Xm(r)  r2 f (r)'
 
dg(r)

(eq +  g  AO =  (4.2) dr  '  Xm(r) 
d2x(r)  2 dx(r)  3mq  r +  aU (X )  +  f2(01  0 [g2(r)  (4.3)
dr 2  r dr  (78  cl,X2(r) 
These coupled, nonlinear differential equations are solved iteratively until they attain 
self-consistency. We first assume a trial solution for x(r) (e.g., the fermi distribution 
x(r) = 1/[1 + exp(r  ro)/a], with a = 1 fm), and solve Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) for 
g(r), f (r), and the eigenvalue eq. We then solve Eq. (4.3) using the deduced g(r) 
and f (r). The resulting x(r) is used again to recalculate g(r), f (r), and eq, and the 
process is repeated until convergence is obtained. 
To reduce the round-off errors, the analytic asymptotic forms of the wave 
functions are matched to the inner solutions at some convenient r. After a simple 
analysis of the equations of motion, we find that the color-dielectric field x(r) falls 
off in a Yukawa form for r -.4 co, 
1 T-4 00 
X(r)  '-'  -e-mGBr  .  (4.4) r 
The quark wave functions fall off even faster than x(r) when r -> oo, 
1' -*C0  r+co m rix(r) g(r)  '--'  f (r)  --,  e  (4.5) q 45 
A typical soliton-like solution of the color-dielectric field in MFA is shown in 
the top of Fig. 4.1. The fast decay of the color dielectric field when r becomes large 
leads the effective quark mass mg/X(r) blowing up exponentially, and thus to quark 
confinement. The bottom part of Fig. 4.1 gives the associated quark wave functions. 
They do not have nodes because they are ground state wave functions. For large r, 
the upper and lower components of the Dirac wave function become equal. This is 
similar to the linear boundary condition in the MIT bag model, but here the quark 
wave functions are much smoother. 
4.2. THE POLES OF THE NUCLEON AND DELTA 
We have used the chiral color-dielectric model to generate the driving po­
tential for the relativistic Lippmann-Schwinger equation (1.1). The iteration of the 
tree-level potentials by this integral equation ensures two body unitarity of the T 
matrix, and renormalizes the irBB' vertex and the bare baryon masses. The ener­
gies of the poles of the T are identified with the physical masses of the appropriate 
states, the residues of the poles are identified with the renormalized coupling con­
stants, and the momentum dependences of the T matrix around the poles are related 
to the form factors. 
To solve Eq. (1.1) numerically, we first discretize it along grid points using the 
extended Haftel-Tabakin technique [22,36]. The singular on-shell point is removed 
by subtracting a term from the integrand which leaves the integrand nonsingular, 
and then adding back in the integral of the subtracted term. The resulting matrix 
equation is well behaved and ready to be solved using the standard methods of 
numerical linear algebra. We express the matrix equation as 
T = V +VGT.  (4.6)
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Figure 4.1. A typical color-dielectric field and the quark wave function under the 
MFA. The solution x(r) is called "a nontopological soliton". The bounded quarks 
are necessary to prevent its collapse. The quark mass mg is taken to be 86 MeV, 
the bag pressure B"4 is 94 MeV, and the glueball mass mGB is 939 MeV. 47 
The physical poles of the T matrix occur at the zeros of the algebraic equation 
det [1  V(E)G(E)] = 0.  (4.7) 
As we see in the top part of Fig. 4.2, the numerical fitting procedure does end 
up with the nucleon as a single pole of the T matrix in the complex energy plane 
lying on the real energy axis (as it should since the open channels are all at higher 
energies). As we see in the bottom part of Fig. 4.2, as a consequence of the reflection 
principle for complex functions, the A is predicted to be a pair of complex-conjugate 
poles. 
When fitting data, we always start off with a value for the glueball mass 
mGB  1 GeV. The precise value does not appear to be important, but its general 
magnitude does set the energy scale in the equations of motion. We keep the shape 
parameter of the self-interaction of dielectric field fixed at a = 24 since previous 
studies with the pseudoscalar version of the CCDM [11] have shown that the static 
properties of baryons are insensitive to a for this size of mGB. 
Each time we obtain a solution of the field equations, we adjust the pa­
rameters mGB, a5, and f to best describe the 7rN phase shifts and the masses of 
the nucleon and delta. Somewhat surprisingly, we find that we can reproduce the 
experimental masses for a large range of quark masses and bag constants just by 
adjusting the values for mGB and a5. Specifically, we find that we can vary the bag 
constant B114 between 100 MeV and 150 MeV, and the quark mass between 40 MeV 
and 120 MeV. While 40 MeV may appear small for a constituent quark mass, our 
quarks are somewhat intermediately between current and constituent quarks. As 
the color-dielectric field becomes small near the origin (the "one phase" solution in 
which the wave function has no abrupt phase transition), the 40 MeV quark obtains 
an effective mass inside of a nucleon of mq/x(r '-_ 0)  -_, 100 MeV. 48 
Figure 4.2. The real part of the T  matrix (in arbitrary units) as a function of 
complex energy. The top figure shows that the nucleon is a single pole on the real 
energy axis. The bottom figure shows that the A is a double pole, symmetric about 
the real energy axis. 49 
Table 4.3. Parameters and deduced bare masses for the CCDM. The fits were made 
for the two values of f as indicated. All quantities are in MeV unit except a, which 
is dimensionless. 
(0) I  a,  mGB  MN  MA
(0)
90  0.112  1178  1239  1489 
93  0.126  1127  1171  1439 
The fitted parameters and deduced bare masses are given in Table 4.3. The 
value f = 93 MeV for the pion decay constant is the accepted value [28,31], and the 
value f = 90 MeV is very close. Our value a, 'Ls_, 0.12 for the quark-gluon coupling 
constant is much smaller than the MIT bag result, a, '--' 2.2 [38] or the favored 
value in the Friedberg-Lee model [7].  Yet Bickeboller et al. [35] have found that 
a, can vary over two orders of magnitude depending on the choice of the dielectric 
coefficient and the parameters of the self-interaction of the dielectric field. In our 
case, a small value of a, compensates for our model of the dielectric field, 'c(X) = x4, 
which otherwise would produce too large a color-magnetic energy. In addition, the 
pion-dressing in our model makes up for part of the N and A mass difference. 
This also makes the value of a,, which measures the strength of one-gluon-exchange 
interaction in our model, smaller than in those models without dressing. Our fitted 
value mGB '_-_- 1153 MeV for the glueball mass is consistent with the values found 
in other models [7], and is close to the experimental value proposed in Ref. [16]. 
Finally, we see in Table 4.3 that the effect of renormalization on the nucleon and 
delta masses is to move the pion-dressed masses up in energy by --, 250 MeV. 50 
4.3. SCATTERING LENGTHS AND SCATTERING VOLUMES 
In Table 4.4 we give values for the irN scattering lengths and scattering vol­
umes. The Born values, where only the potential term in the Lippmann-Schwinger 
equation (1.1) is used for T matrix, are given in the fourth column. As expected, 
the S-wave Born values agree with the chiral limits: 
A a1 =  a3 = 
II 
(4.8)
41-f 2 7  87rf 2 7 
where p is the irN reduced mass. The fact that the full solution of the integral 
equation does not agree with the chiral limit is a reminder that renormalization is 
large, and some additional repulsion is needed in the full calculation. 
The scattering volumes for the P31 and P13 channels are predicted well. 
Renormalizations are small in these two channels, and they affect the scattering 
volumes by 2 --, 3% only.  Finally we find that the pion-dressing is essential for 
the P11 and P33 channels. The full solution gets back the correct sign for the P11 
scattering volume, and improves the P33 scattering volume significantly. 
4.4. S AND P WAVE PHASE SHIFTS 
In Fig. 4.3 we compare the low-energy S- and P-wave phase shifts calculated 
with the CCDM to the experimental phases obtained from the said analysis [40]. 
The solid and dashed curves are for parameter sets with f=90 MeV and f =93 MeV 
respectively. We see excellent agreement in the P33 channel, with the energy of the 
delta and its width reproduced well. 
The small P-wave phases at intermediate energies are always more of a chal­
lenge. The calculated P31 phase shift has a very similar energy dependence as the 
data. The P11 channel is a particular problem for simple models like ours, especially 51 
Table 4.4. The S and P wave irN scattering lengths. For a specific channel,  ac, is 
defined by (ka,,,)2L+1 = tan 8,,, for k  0. Here k is center of mass momentum in 
inverse fm, and ao, is in fm. 
L212J  aCDM  aCDM  agorn  acBm  Exp. 
(f=90 MeV) (f=93 MeV) 
S11  0.398  0.342  0.237  0.42  0.243 
S31  -0.098  -0.093  -0.119  -0.07  -0.130 
P11  -0.892  -0.860  0.954  -0.569 
P31  -0.412  -0.420  -0.426  -0.483 
P13  -0.355  -0.366  -0.357  -0.375 
P33  0.713  0.712  0.583  0.839 
since increasing the agreement with the P33 phases damages the agreement with the 
P11 phases. In the P11 channel we have assumed that the Roper(1440) is a (1s)2(23) 
three-quark state, and included it as an intermediate state for both s- and u-channel 
diagrams. The results show that the elementary Roper resonance does provide the 
attraction needed for the P11 phase shift to change sign from negative to positive, 
but does not do much to improve the fit at lower energies. In addition, we find that 
the P11 amplitude does not have the desired pole at the physical Roper resonance 
unless we introduce extra parameters. Indeed, the calculations of Elsey and Afnan 
[41] and Pearce and Afnan [42] indicate that the coupling of three-body (irirN) chan­
nels is important, as are some 1/f4 diagrams not present in our potential. These 
should be included in the extensions of the present work. 52 
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Figure 4.3. The S- and P-wave irN phase shifts. The solid and dashed curves are for 
parameter sets with f=90 and f=93 respectively, and the dots are the experimental 
phase shifts. 53 
As is true for the small P-wave phases, the predicted S-wave phase shifts 
shown in Fig. 4.3 indicate the need for additional repulsion. Cooper and Jennings 
[43] have argued that agreement may require the inclusion of certain 1 /f4 graphs 
which cancel at mw = 0 but produce repulsion for m, > 0. 
4.5. COUPLING CONSTANTS AND FORM FACTORS 
As shown in Eqs. (2.44) and (2.45), we have deduced the CCDM Hamiltoni­
ans HD, and H2i, from an expansion of the Lagrangian in inverse powers of the pion's 
weak decay constant f, or equivalently, as a series expansion in the 71-NN coupling 
constant fNN. This equivalence follows from the Goldberger-Trieman relation [6]: 
1  firNN 
(4.9) 2f  7Thir 
While the relation (4.9) relates the bare coupling constants, our study also produces 
renormalized coupling constants. We extract the bare coupling constant f,(TrN from 
our final T matrix by comparing the vertex function (2.71) computed with the CDM 
to that of standard Chew-Low theory [6]: 
f.(°17,
AT AT  k  k. VCL(k) =  (4.10)
2wk 
We then extract the renormalized 7r N N coupling constant f,,NN and the renormal­
ized 71-NA coupling constant f,NA by making Laurent expansions of the computed 
T matrices around their poles: 
t (k',k; E  mN)  fa2NNg7rNN(ki)gNN(k) (4.11)  E mN 
,k; E  rnA)  fir2NAgwNA(ki)girNA(k) (4.12)  R 
771A 
These expansions permit us to deduce not only the coupling constants, but also the 
71- N N and 7rNA form factors gNN(k) and girNA(k) from the momentum dependence 54 
of the T matrices in (4.11) and (4.12). It is particularly interesting to compare these 
form factors with those calculated in other approaches since our form factors are 
related to the CDM quark  wave functions (which should be fairly realistic), and 
since they are affected by the renormalization process. 
While we have already indicated that fits to the data do not determine a 
unique set of parameters, the different parameter sets  are correlated. In the upper 
part of Fig. 4.4 we show the relation between the strong coupling  constant f,,NN 
deduced from our fits and the bare, weak decay constant f (note the false origin). 
The dashed curve relates the bare values of fNN as determined from the Goldberger-
Trieman relation (4.9), or equivalently, from the potential directly. The solid  curve 
relates the renormalized values determined via (4.11). We see that there is a similar 
functional dependence in each case with an  15% renormalization effect. 
Although not shown in the figure, we have also calculated fNA from the 
residue at the A pole and find: 
firNA 
_^2 1.87.  (4.13)
firNN 
This ratio is quite close to the experimental value of ti 2, closer in fact than the 
SU(6) prediction [6] of 6V'/5  1.70. This clearly shows the importance of renor­
malization. 
In the lower part of Fig. 4.4 we show the 71-NN form factors deduced from the 
behavior of the T matrix near the nucleon pole. The two different curves correspond 
to two different values of the pion decay constant f .  One can estimate from the 
falloff that the range R  0.5 fm. To compare with other models which have  a 
monopole form factor, we assume 
g(k * 0) 
1
k2 R2  (4.14) -e= 55 
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Figure 4.4. (Top) The relation between the 71-NN coupling constant and the pion 
decay constant f. (Bottom) The irNN form factor for two different values of the 
pion decay constant f. 56 
1 (k)  f 0.47 fm f = 90 MeV, 
R = liM  (4.15)
k-40  2k  0.48 fm f = 93 MeV. 
This R is comparable with the value R ':_-' Rbagh/TO obtained from the CBM with a 
bag radius Rbag '-' 1 fm. The meson exchange models, however, use a much smaller 
R --, 0.15 fm which produces a much harder form factor.* In practice, a monopole 
form factor falls off much slower than the form factor calculated in our model. 
If we replace our form factor with the monopole form factor defined above 
and use it in an actual T-matrix calculation, we would get poor agreement with 
the experimental phase shifts and not be able to get the nucleon and delta complex 
energies correct (the A width would be too small). This means that the monopole 
form factor does not produce as good a fit to the 71-N data as does the CDM. 
In contrast to the meson exchange models, the CDM description of pion-nucleon 
scattering seems to require soft form factors (larger radii). A similar conclusion has 
also been reached recently by others [39]. 
Even though the ranges of the form factors of the CDM and the CBM are 
similar, the momentum dependences of the two form factors are quite different. We 
see in Fig. 4.5 that the CDM form factor falls off more quickly and has less oscillation 
at large momenta. The large-k oscillations of the CBM arise from its assumption of 
a rigid bag wall; the CDM, with its more gradual and realistic confining field, has 
reduced oscillation. 
We note again the important result that the mass and width of the A and the 
mass of the nucleon are significantly affected by the closed but coupled 7rA channel. 
Since it is not usual to include this coupling, this makes our calculation rather 
*We remind the reader that the monopole approximation (4.14) is for comparison 
only and that this radius is determined from the behavior of the form factor in the 
k > 0 limit. 57 
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Figure 4.5. Comparison of the bare 7I-NN form factors of the color dielectric and 
the cloudy bag models. 58 
unique, as also does its capability to simultaneously reproduce the rN scattering as 
well as the complex energies of the nucleon and delta. 59 
5. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 
5.1. SUMMARY 
We have studied low-energy irN elastic scattering in a chiral version of the 
color dielectric model. Our calculations are similar to those done with the cloudy 
bag model [21]. Our major improvement is a more natural and realistic inclusion 
of quark confinement, the inclusion of baryon-recoil effects, and the coupling of the 
irN and 7r0 channels. The CCDM is used to derive effective potentials containing 
terms up to second order in the irNN coupling, and these potentials are used as 
input to relativistic, coupled-channel Lippmann-Schwinger equations. The model 
reproduces the physical nucleon and delta complex masses, and then predicts the 
7T-NN and 7rNA coupling constants and form factors, and low-energy irN scattering. 
We find much success for such a simple model. Specifically, we can simultane­
ously obtain the correct renormalized masses for the nucleon and delta, the correct 
delta width, the irNN coupling constant to within 5% of it experimental value, the 
ratio of the renormalized 7rNA to irNN coupling constants [which is better than 
the naive SU(6) value], excellent agreement with the P33 phase shifts from threshold 
through the delta resonance energy, good agreement with the P13 and P31 scattering 
volumes, and good agreement with the energy dependence of the P31 phase shift for 
the first 300 MeV of kinetic energy. Better agreement with the S-wave and small P-
wave phases requires additional repulsion in the model, possibly obtainable through 
one-loop corrections. 60 
5.2. OUTLOOK 
As a QCD motivated, low-energy effective model, the CCDM has been very 
successful in predicting both static properties of a single hadron and dynamical 
hadronic processes. Further development should be both in its relationship to QCD 
and in the application to higher energy and more complex nuclear systems. 
Some researches have argued that the effective quark-scalar field coupling 
should have a (1/x2)4q form, that is, an inverse x2 form instead of the inverse x 
form we use. However, the static properties of baryons do not appear sensitive to 
the form of the coupling [44]. For the truly SUc(3) symmetry, we expect that there 
is an additional coarse-grained dielectric field 01, [45] which gives rise to a repulsive 
force among the quarks as the w meson does. Although its effect is expected to be 
small, it would improve the S-wave scattering, and would be worthwhile to include 
it in future calculations 
Applications of color dielectric models to dynamical processes is generally 
much less developed. The investigation of N N scattering using the color-dielectric 
model has obtained a promising feature of the N N interaction, namely a repulsive 
core at short distance as well as intermediate range attraction [46]. The problem 
for potential quark models, which give rise to long-range color Van der Waals forces 
between isolated solitons, disappears in color dielectric models because of the van­
ishing of #c in the vacuum. In meson-baryon sector it is important to test new color 
dielectric models in various dynamical processes, such as the pion-production and 
photoproduction reactions. 
We have extended the present CCDM to the SUF(3) symmetry. A tree-level 
calculation for the Kaon-photoproduction for photon energy below 1.4 GeV has 61 
been carried out [47]. We find that the differential cross section and the excitation 
function can be well reproduced using the momentum-projected CCDM. 
Finally it is worthwhile to point out that in most practical applications, 
various approximations have to be made. Improvements of those treatments would 
make us one more step closer towards ultimate QCD. 62 
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APPENDIX A: FORM FACTORS FOR irN SCATTERING 
We give here some details for evaluating the vertex functions of the (7rN,7rA) 
system. Since the A differs from the N only in the spin-isospin orientations of their 
quarks, they have the same space wave functions and therefore produce the same 
bare form factors. In the CCDM, baryons are made of quarks and coherent states 
of the color-dielectric field. The momentum eigenstates are constructed using the 
Peierls-Yoccoz projection technique as discussed in Chapter 2. All calculations are 
made in the Breit frame. 
(1) One-Pion Vertex Function. 
The pseudovector one-pion vertex function is given by
 
/ k
  Zieyt475Fq k(k) =  B)9(---) 2fV2w,(k) 
fdxdy e'k.(x+Y)12 (Boylq-e-Y5Fq1Bax) 
2f V14.),(k) NoNa 
i
  drdz e' N72 (z)Nx(z) (Bor_1471175Fq1Bar +) ,  (Al) 
2f /2c4.4(k) NoNc, 
where we have defined 
N2(z) = Id3r qt (r_)q(r+) = I d3r  [g+g_  f+f- (A2) 
(r2  4 
Nx(z) = (Cr_IC,+) = exp [27r  k2dk co(k) I fo(k)I2 jo(kz)]  ,  (A3) f

r± = r  z/2.  (A4) 
In this appendix we use g± and f± as shorthands for g(r±) and f(r±) respectively. 
The function folk) is the Fourier transform of the mean field solution of the classical 
color-dielectric field, as defined in Eq. (2.96). The normalization factor is 67 
NoNa = f d3z Czk'zi2N:(z)Nx(z) = 47r f z2dzjo(kz/2)Nq3(z)N(z).  (A5) 
The one-quark transition operator is expanded as 
4,7°75qt., = 0, 
k+ 
f +f­ cr 
r+T_  r  o- k cr  r_. 
(A6) 
(A7) 
Using the following relations, 
o-ro-k=rk+io-(rxk), 
1 o- r+o-ka-r_ .2o-rkr--2o--zkzo-k 
eik.r = 47r E iii,(kr) y/m. (ioy,,(0, 
Im 
r2 
z
2 
4 
(A8) 
(A9) 
0­ r =  E 0-44Yip(i.),  (A10) 
we can carry out the individual integrals, 
cezN2(z)Nx(z) ler  f+  cr  r k 
r+r_ 
T.47ro­ k  z2dzNq2(z)Nx(z) f  r2 f+ f  [jo(kr)
r+r_ 
jd3zN(z)Nx(z) f d3r e-tic.rf+f- cr  z k z= 
7­
3 cr k f z2dzNq2(z)Nx(z) f d3r z2 f+  [jo(kr) r+r_ 
2j2(kr)]  , 
2j2(kr)P2(7".  i)] , 
(All) 
(Al2) 
id3zNq2(z)Nx(z) fer eskr f+ f cr k  (7.2  z2 
r+r_  4 
f 2 
47rcr k f z2dzN,72(z)Nx(z)  d3r  (r2  ) "r++f 7.": jo(kr).  (A13) 
Combining these pieces, we obtain the full one-pion vertex function: 
Vi4c,(k) = 
i  uPv(k) (Bo a kT 
2f V2u.),(k) 
(A14) 
where the pseudovector form factor uPv(k) = N(k)/D(k), with 68 
N(k) =  z2dzN:(z)Nx(z) f d3r fg+g_jo(kr) 
f+ {Lio(kr) + 4j2(kr)]r2  Lio(lcr) + 4j2(kr)P2V 2)]  -4-1}  ,  (A15)
3r_r+ 
D(k) = J 
z2dzjo(kz /2)N31(z)Nx(z).  (A16) 
Without the momentum-projection, g± = g(r), and f± = f (r), and the 7r NN N 
pseudovector form factor reduces to the static result: 
uPv(k) = Ir2dr  [g2(r)  f23(r)1 jo(kr)  4f 23(r) j2(kr)}  .  (A17) 
(2) Two-Pion Vertex Function.
 
The vertex functions for the contact interaction are given by
 
1 i.; 8f2Va(q) =  ( Bo( c1)  B a( -c21))  (A18)
2 u.),(k)co,(k0 
1 
J 
dx dy e-ig.(x+Y)/ 2 (Boyig-eFg IB,x) 
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Here Nq(z) and Nx(z) are the same as in the previous subsection.  The one-quark 
transition operator now becomes 
0  f+ f- 2  (A19) 4-y q =  + r+r_  4 
4.7  = ig+ f_ a (a r_) 
ig_ f+ (a r+) v.  (A20) 
r_  r+ 
Via similar procedures, we integrate out each individual term, put them together, 
and finally get the two components of the contact interaction vertex: 
ucT(q)(B,31-FIB.)sF,
1  time, 
(A21) fli,`,(q) = 
ucs (q) (B 01 {8 f2 V w,(k)ca,r(ki)  o- x CuilBa)sF ,  space. 
The form factors for the time and space components are respectively: 69 
ucT (q)  NcT (01 D(q),  (A22) 
uc s (q)  Nc s (01 D(q),  (A23) 
where D(q) has been given in Eq. (A16), and the numerators are defined as 
NcTiq) = 4ir  z2dzNq2(z)Nx(z) f d3 rjo(qr) f
 
x  [g+g_  (7-2  z2) f+f- (A24)
4  r+r_
 
Ncsig,)  4ir  z2dzNq2(z)Nx(z)1 eril(qr)
 f qr 
i  g_ f+)1 [7,2 (9+./- 9-.4)  9+f­ (A25) 
r_  r+  2  r_ r+ )i 
The corresponding static form factors of the contact vertices are: 
ucT (q) = f dr r2 jo(qr)[g2 (r) + 12(r)1  ,  (A26) 
uc s(q) = I dr r2./1(q 40 
I)
rf_\.
)  (A27) 
The partial-wave decomposed radial potentials we need for the contact interaction 
are calculated from these two electromagnetic form  factors.  Using the standard 
partial wave decomposition, we find 
vET(ks, k) =  dxPL,(x)ucT(q),  (A28)
2  -1 
yr(k', k) = 0,  (A29) 
4s(kl, k) = -6-1 ki k f 1dx [1  P2(x)] uc s(q),  (A30) 
where q = s/k'2  k2  2kik x. 70 
APPENDIX B: BARE MASSES OF THE N AND A 
The bare mass of a baryon is the sum of the expectation value of the core 
Hamiltonian and the corresponding one-gluon exchange correction. We have dis­
cussed the OGE correction in the main text, and here focus on calculating the 
expectation value of the core Hamiltonian with respect to the zero-momentum state 
of the baryon. According to the definition (2.95), the zero-momentum baryon state 
is: 
IB(0)) = f d3 xlBx)  .	  (B1) 
Thus the expectation value of any translational invariant operator O is 
(0) = (B(0)	 O  B(0)) 
dxdy (BylO1Bx) 
.741  drdz (Br_MBr+) .	  (B2) 
The core Hamiltonian can be divided into several pieces 
Hcore = Hq + Hx,  (B3) 
Hq = f d3r E q! (ia  V + '113mq)  qi,  (B4) 
X 
Hx =  {(0X)2  U(X).	  (B5) 
Under the assumption for the coherent state matrix element, 
(Cr_ 
1	 
Cr+) =  N(z),  (B6) 
X(r) 
where we have defined an average )7  [x(r_)  x(r+)]. The individual matrix 
elements are then 71 
1 1  1 (Br_ IN B )  = 3cqN:(z)Nx(z) + (Br_  qt-yomq  L7 
(r2 = 3eqNq3(z)Nx(z)+3N4 (z)Nx(z) I d3[g_i_g_  fr++rf­
1 1  1 
xm  (B7) 
q  {3?  2x(r-)  2X(r +) 
(Br_ VII Br+)  = N:(z)Nx(z) f d3r [-2cr.,2(VT02 + U(5-01  + -2=o-2  (Br_ 1111 Br+)  .  (B8) 
Using the plane-wave expansion of the quantized field jc(r), the last term can be 
written more explicitly as 
(Br_ 
112  Br+) = N:(z)Nx(z)12?rk2dk w2(k) [30(kz)  11 Ifo(z)12  .  (B9) 72 
APPENDIX C: PARTIAL WAVE DECOMPOSITIONS 
In order to calculate the partial wave potentials, we need give our explicit 
partial wave decompositions. Equation (1.1) is derived from the general relativistic 
Lippmann-Schwinger equation [22,24] 
Vo.),(lep!, pv; E)Tya(pv, ky; E)
Tsa(letz,  E)  lisc,(162 ,kp; E)  fc/37)  (Cl) =  E i  E.),(p) 
where a and )3 are the indices for incoming and outgoing channels, k and k' are the 
c.m. momenta, andµ and it' are spin for the incoming and outgoing channels. The 
energy of the intermediate channel -y at c.m. momentum p is Ey(p) = m? p2 
Vm3+ p2, where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the specific particles in channel -y. 
Since the coupled (R-N, 'KO) system is a spin 0 x a system, standard techniques 
apply [24]. We assume that isospin is a good quantum number. Then the forms of 
partial-wave expansions are 
L1J  LiJ
TAJI(ki , k; E) =  E E cm?,M Cm142M 
mi+1.11:=M 
X (2) fdkidiCYLICICIPTLm(k)Toc,(klyi, ky; E),  (C2) 
LJI  i  k; E)  E  Li./  LI./ E cm?,mcmp2m 
ml-th=M tie-F/2=M 
X  (2 1-- clicYL.(kI)YLm(k)Voct(k1  ,kp.; E),  (C3) 
where PI is an isospin projection operator, and the total angular momentum J 
L 
It is straightforward to carry out these procedures for the direct Born poten­
tial and the contact interaction using the properties of Clebsch- Gordon coefficients 
and the orthonormality relation of the spherical harmonic functions. For the crossed 
Born potential, the coupling orders of the spin and isospin have to be rearranged. 
For the isospin coupling, for example, 73 
IapIM IB ryIB0IMIBI  \Imi +imi  [(VB + 1)11/2  I  IB  IB Im IR, 
C 21:1  °  13. 
11304M2B1  1.m11BIB0  21302M1B' iBOIM'iB  (2/B, + 1) 
E(_)/13+/B,+/m+./m,  1)11/2
[(2/153  1)(2ig, 
I 
1M 1B  I}Tri ri 
x  7.gsms  2B, smii  (C4)
7 
IB, IB0 -1-11V 
where .IB0 and iB0 are the isospin and its third component for the intermediate 
particle Bo. The spin-orbit coupling has a similar structure, the combination of the 
spin and isospin parts making up the extra spin-isospin factor 77k,,J1 in Eq. (3.4). 
The phase shifts SLR are defined in terms of the on-shell T matrix elements 
eu5L-TI sin SLji TaLaJI  (C5) 
21La kOa 
where pa is the reduced mass for the channel a, and ko, is the on-shell momentum 
defined by Ea(kocr) = E. 